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1. Tale-Telling Trees
Human beings have always looked upon the trees by a special point of view. There are numerous examples of holy
trees in all civilization. The symbol of holy trees represents the art of communication of trees and human beings and
pictures the holy trees which are the origins of benefaction, earning and blessing. The holy tree in most beliefs is the connector of heaven and earth; apart from being the source of human demands and a totem which people seek refuge to.
A landscape look to the tree, even holy tree, reveals different results. The purpose for interpreting landscape is not to
signify and discover the personalities which people allude to the tree. The landscape approach, in their interpretation of
the context, including special trees, does not intend to introduce symbols with certain meanings and read the past. But

                   
and concepts considered by the residents and people who live in that environment.
Aliakbar Nasr Abadi is an architect who has introduced a new perception of trees in Iranian landscape. The tree is a
narrative witness of the past and the environment for him. The substance of tree is even derived from the human body
and is shaped by the forces of environment. The tree has a spirit that lives in the memories of people and their lives and
if you look into the heart of it, it has so many tales to tell.
Nasr Abadi’s look to the tree differs from others. He does not look upon trees as a holy element which connects the
heaven and earth; but it is considered a member of historic family of human beings which have had the same destiny,
memory and experiences to narrate for future generation. In his point of view the tree owes its value in his to his narrative interpretations.
2. EBSCO
EBSCO Publishing having been indexed journal of Manzar in its new super-source database: Art Source. EBSCO
                                   
databases. Over 90% of institutional libraries worldwide subscribe to an EBSCO database. The contents of ESCO are
among the world’s best in terms of both quality and quantity. The website, in fact, is among the few such projects that
contain a large number of carefully reviewed magazines and has been able to receive a high Impact Factor from leading
global publishers. Art Source, as the database of EBSCO for art-related subjects, is a rich resource for researches of art
and architecture. It includes a wide range of subjects related to abstract arts, architecture and landscape.
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